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Abstract—Mobile Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) includes a multimedia multicast/broadcast service (MBS), but delay-sensitive applications such as video and
audio streaming require the combination of efficient handling
of wireless-link bandwidth and reduced handover delays, which
remains a challenge. To reduce the handover delay in the MBS, the
IEEE 802.16e standard introduces an MBS zone, which is a group
of base stations that are broadcasting the same multicast packets.
However, this raises the MBS traffic load on Mobile WiMAX
networks, particularly the wireless part. This paper presents an
MBS architecture that is based on location-management areas
(LMAs), which can increase the sizes of MBS zones to reduce
the average handover delay without too much bandwidth waste.
An analytical model is developed to quantify service-disruption
time, bandwidth usage, and blocking probability for different sizes
of MBS zones and LMAs while considering user mobility, user
distribution, and MBS session popularity. Using this model, we
also propose how to determine the best sizes of MBS zones and
LMAs, along with performance guarantees. Analytical and simulation results demonstrate that our LMA-based MBS scheme can
achieve a bandwidth-efficient multicast delivery while retaining an
acceptable service-disruption time.
Index Terms—Broadband wireless, broadcast, multicast,
multicast/broadcast service (MBS), multimedia streaming,
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE RAPID and widespread deployment of broadband
wireless networks has raised the expectation of real-time
multimedia services in mobile environments. However, supporting bandwidth-intensive multimedia applications requires
efficient handling of network resources. When many users want
to simultaneously receive the same multimedia content (e.g.,
news, live sport, or movies), even high-bandwidth wireless-link
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resources would fall short if a separate point-to-point channel is
required for each user. The need for resource- and cost-efficient
delivery of multimedia content to many users in parallel has
motivated almost all the relevant standardization groups, including the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and
the 3GPP2, to support efficient networkwide multicast and
broadcast services [1], [2].
A richer bandwidth fixed wireless network has been recently specified as IEEE 802.16 [3], and this is also extended
in IEEE 802.16e [4] to support mobility, sleep/idle mode,
and multicast/broadcast service (MBS). As these specifications
deal only with the air interface, another industrial forum, i.e.,
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX),
was launched to promote 802.16-based network deployment
and to facilitate service environments. Mobile WiMAX [5]
provides a synthesis of mobile and fixed broadband access
environments through a flexible network architecture and is
now being extended to include an MBS architecture and its
component protocols.
One crucial issue to be addressed in the MBS architecture
is the provision of seamless multimedia streaming to mobile
receivers [6]. That is, a mobile station (MS) should be able
to receive a multimedia stream without noticeable disruption
while it is moving across cells, even though a handover process
is required when an MS moves from one cell of a cellular
network to another. During the handover process, the path to
the MS is transferred from the serving base station (BS) to the
target BS, and the time required for this process is referred
to as the handover delay. Mobile WiMAX (or IEEE 802.16e)
normally performs hard handovers, in which all connections to
the serving BS are broken before new connections are made to
the target BS. As a result, packets that are being sent through the
serving BS during the handover may not be delivered to the
MS. In the case of unicast traffic, this so-called “service disruption” can be overcome by packets that are being stored
and forwarded from the serving BS to the target BS for a fast
handover and retransmission [7], [8]. However, MBSs cannot
rely on such techniques since packets are destined for multiple
receivers. Therefore, the handover delay in the MBS should be
minimized.
To reduce the handover delay in the MBS, the IEEE 802.16e
standard introduces an MBS zone [4], which is a group of
adjacent BSs that are transmitting the same content, such as
a video stream or an audio stream. A handover between BSs in
the same MBS zone involves a reduced delay because packets
with the same content will be received from the target BS
immediately after the completion of a link-level handover.
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However, a handover that crosses a boundary between different MBS zones requires not only link-level handover signaling but MBS-related signaling as well, which takes a much
longer time.
Obviously, larger MBS zones will yield better quality of
service for a given level of mobility, but the handover-delay
cutback comes at the cost of the amplified traffic. This wastes
the link capacity of the air interface,1 because every BS in the
same MBS zone broadcasts the same MBS packets, regardless
of the presence of a user in its coverage; moreover, requesting
a new MBS session can be blocked due to lack of available
bandwidth. Seeing that the service disruption and the wirelessbandwidth usage are necessarily conflicting in the MBS-zone
planning, we were motivated to study how to determine the best
size of the MBS zones.
In this paper, we propose an MBS architecture based on
location-management areas (LMAs), each of which is a set of
geographically adjacent BSs within an MBS zone. Then, the
multicast and broadcast packets only need to be transmitted
to the LMAs that have MBS users that are reducing the requirement for the wireless-link bandwidth. Using LMAs allows
large MBS zones to be used, so that the number of inter-MBSzone handovers can be reduced; in this way, we can reduce
the average handover delay without too much bandwidth waste.
We analyze the performance of our LMA-based MBS scheme
(which is denoted by LMS) by means of an analytical model
for different sizes of MBS zones and LMAs. We go on to
propose how the sizes of the MBS zones and the LMAs can
be determined while retaining an acceptable service-disruption
time. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive analytical study for MBS-zone planning; our model of the
service-disruption time, the bandwidth usage, and the blocking
probability in terms of user mobility, user distribution, and
session popularity is novel, as is our approach to determining
the sizes of the MBS zones and LMAs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we summarize the related works in the literature and highlight the major differences between the existing works and
our paper. Section III presents our LMA-based MBS-zoneplanning scheme and explains how it affects handover delay,
and a performance analysis follows in Section IV. Numerical
and simulation results are presented in Sections V and VI,
respectively, and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)
multicast architecture [9] employs standard Internet Protocol
(IP) multicast protocols. A multicast mechanism for UMTS
has been proposed [10], which establishes multicast tunnels
throughout the UMTS network that allow multicast packets
to be transferred on shared links toward multiple destinations.
The tradeoffs between the broadcast, multiple-unicast, and
multicast approaches for one-to-many packet-delivery services
in the UMTS have been investigated [11]. However, this work
1 An MBS zone will also waste the link bandwidth of the wired-backhaul
network, but we focus on the wireless link.

lacks an analysis of user-mobility handling; it is assumed that
mobility is handled by standard UMTS mobility mechanisms,
which are similar to conventional unicast-packet forwarding.
As an alternative [12], routing lists can be introduced into
the nodes of the UMTS to support resource-efficient multicast
transmissions that are combined with a reassessment of the
handover types and the mobility-management mechanism in
the UMTS. However, multicast-service continuity still cannot be assured unless handover-delay issues are taken into
account.
There has been some research on the support of real-time services such as voice over IP and video streaming (IP television)
over WiMAX [13], [14]. The hard handovers that are mandated
by IEEE 802.16e make seamless mobility with imperceptible
interruption of service difficult to achieve in Mobile WiMAX.
A fast handover scheme has been proposed [15], along with a
new transport connection-identifier mapping strategy for realtime applications to reduce handover delay and the probability
of packet loss. This approach could be an option for unicast
services (e.g., video on demand), but it is not suitable for
multicast and broadcast services. The efficient delivery of video
broadcasts over WiMAX has been studied [16], particularly
the issue of synchronous transmission over multiple BSs. The
effectiveness of data delivery in intra-MBS-zone operations is
shown to be improved by macrodiversity [17]; hence, seamless
handover is also feasible. However, this work lacks an analysis
of the effects of the various MBS-zone sizes, and the interMBS-zone scenario is not considered at all. Deploying large
MBS zones may be impractical in the original MBS scheme
(OMS) because too much bandwidth is wasted. Moreover,
macrodiversity requires that the whole MBS zone should be
a single-frequency network, which limits the size of the MBS
zones even more tightly.
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first comprehensive analytical study of MBS-zone planning, which has
the aim of reducing both bandwidth usage and service disruption. Nevertheless, some previous studies have addressed the
issues of network planning for wireless multicast and broadcast
services. An efficient multicast mechanism for heterogeneous
wireless networks has been proposed [18], which reduces the
total bandwidth requirement of the IP-multicast tree by adaptively selecting the cell and the wireless technology for each
MS. Although this is not suitable for multicast services in a
homogeneous wireless network, it does allow more MSs to
cluster together and leads to the use of fewer cells, thus saving
bandwidth. A network operator might use this approach for
network planning in small fixed or nomadic wireless networks,
but it is impractical for large mobile wireless networks in which
the network frequently needs to recompute its low-cost multicast tree due to mobility. In another multicasting mechanism
for UMTS [19], multicast packets are distributed to location
areas (LAs), which are groups of cells. When an MS moves
between LAs, the change is reported to a location server so
that the position of the MS is tracked for paging purposes.
This scheme’s primary concern is with the delivery of short
messages to multiple users in these LAs to minimize paging
cost, but the solution that is proposed includes the location
tracking of multicast receivers, which is relevant to our paper.
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A. LMA

Fig. 1.

Mobile WiMAX MBS. (a) Original MBS. (b) LMA-based MBS.

III. L OCATION -M ANAGEMENT A REA -BASED
M ULTICAST-B ROADCAST S ERVICE
A WiMAX network typically consists of MSs, BSs, and
gateways with an authentication, authorization, and accounting
server [5]. To support the MBS, several BSs (which are normally adjacent to each other) construct an MBS zone between
them, as shown in Fig. 1(a), which is managed by the multicastand broadcast-service controller (MBSC). Once the MBS-zone
sizes are determined (see Section III-C), the MBS zones can
be deployed by a network operator, and all BSs in an MBS
zone have a shared multicast connection for the same multicast
transmission.2 Therefore, an MS does not need to create a
new connection during handovers between BSs in the same
MBS zone, which reduces the handover delay. Accordingly,
increasing the sizes of the MBS zones will reduce service
disruptions for a given level of mobility, while the wireless-link
bandwidth will be wasted in the sense that every BS in the same
MBS zone broadcasts the same MBS packets, regardless of the
presence of a user. This also results in increasing the probability
of blocking a new MBS session.
2 A BS transmits its MBS-zone identifier(s) using the IEEE 802.16 downlink
channel descriptor [4].

To efficiently balance the tradeoff between the bandwidth
usage and the service disruption in the MBS, we define an LMA
as a set of geographically adjacent BSs, which is used to track
the location of MBS users. That is, the network is always aware
of the current LMA of each MBS user. Then, we introduce an
LMA-based MBS that partitions an MBS zone into multiple
LMAs and then selectively transmits packets to the LMAs in
which MBS users currently reside. Using LMAs decouples the
requirement for the wireless-link bandwidth from the size of an
MBS zone. This allows for large MBS zones to be used so that
service disruptions will be reduced, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Our scheme relies on the network that is keeping track of
the location of every (“MBS-enabled”) MS at the granularity of
an LMA. In IEEE 802.16e, a paging group (PG) [4], which is
analogous to the LA in cellular networks, is used to track the
locations of MSs. A paging controller (PC) manages information that tracks which MSs are currently located in each PG. An
LMA might correspond to one or more PGs, but it is possible
that the coverage of an LMA is determined independently of
those of PGs.
The location of an MS in the normal mode is tracked from
one BS to another by the PC. Whenever an IEEE 802.16 mediaaccess-control (MAC)-layer handover is done, the target BS
reports this event to the PC, which therefore knows the current
BS and PG of each MS. In the idle mode,3 however, the location
of an MS is handled at a coarser level. An MS, even in the idle
mode, can acquire the PG information of the current and the
neighboring cells as long as it receives MBS packets from a BS.
Therefore, each time an idle MS crosses a PG boundary, it can
inform the PC of its new PG. To flexibly determine the coverage
of an LMA, we suggest that every BS should broadcast an LMA
information, as well as the PG information.4 This enables an
MS in the idle mode to update its location upon every interLMA movement. Since the MBSC controls which LMAs will
transmit MBS packets, it needs to receive the locations of the
MBS users from the PC.
B. Handover Delays
The handover of an MBS session involves delays due to
the link-level messages that are exchanged during the IEEE
802.16e handover and due to the MBS signaling messages. The
former delay occurs whenever an MS with an ongoing MBS
session switches to a new BS, irrespective of its MBS zone
or LMA. However, the latter delay only occurs when an MS
moves from one MBS zone to another. First, MBS handovers
can therefore be classified into intra-MBS-zone handovers and
inter-MBS-zone handovers.
Fig. 2(a) shows the sources of the inter-MBS-zone handover delay and describes how MBS signaling messages are
3 This mode is defined in IEEE 802.16e to conserve power and network
resources. An MS in the idle mode performs no handover when it crosses a
cell boundary, but it can receive MBS packets [4].
4 An LMA information element can be easily added as an optional field that
is encoded by a type–length–value element of the IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol.
It does not break the backward compatibility.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. MBS-zone handovers. (a) Inter-MBS-zone handover. (b) Intra-MBSzone handover.

exchanged after the MAC-layer handover (step 1). Whenever
an MS moves from one MBS zone to another, a new connection
is needed, which is triggered by an MBS join request (step 2).
This is followed by the MBS authorization procedure (step 3),
resource reservation (step 4), security key exchange (step 5),
and multicast-distribution tree update (step 6). However, if the
MS is only moving from one BS to another within the same
MBS zone, no additional processing is required, except for
the IEEE 802.16e MAC-layer handover, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The multicast-distribution-tree-update procedure (step 6) may
not be necessary for an inter-MBS-zone handover, depending
whether there are users of the same MBS session in the target
MBS zone. Note that the MBS zones that currently contain
users of the current MBS session are called active MBS zones,
whereas those without such users are called inactive MBS
zones. If the target MBS zone is already active, the multicastdistribution tree does not have to be updated.
In an LMA-based MBS, intra-MBS-zone handovers are
subclassified into intra-LMA handovers, which result from
a change of the BS within the same LMA, and inter-LMA
handovers between BSs in different LMAs. Fig. 3 shows the
signaling messages required for inter-LMA handovers. LMAs
containing current users of a particular MBS session are called
active LMAs with a remainder called inactive LMAs, with
respect to that session. In Fig. 3(a), the PC maintains up-todate location information about an MBS user by the location
update or as a result of a MAC-layer handover to a target BS
(steps 1 and 2). The PC informs the MBSC of the new location

Inter-LMA handovers. (a) To an inactive LMA. (b) To an active LMA.

of an MS so that the MBSC can decide whether the MS has
crossed an LMA boundary or not (step 3). If the MS has moved
into an inactive LMA, multicast-distribution tree update (step 4)
must be done. If the LMA is active [see Fig. 3(b)], the time
required for steps 2 and 3 does not contribute to the handover
delay, which only consists of the time required to finish step 1.
The delay involved in an intra-LMA handover is equivalent to
that resulting from an intra-MBS-zone handover.
C. LMA-Based MBS-Zone Planning
Seeing that the service disruption and the wireless-bandwidth
usage are necessarily conflicting when deciding the sizes of the
MBS zones, we now formally define the MBS-zone-planning
problem. Let NZ be the number of cells in an MBS zone and
NL be the number of cells in an LMA. We present a method
that determines the values of NZ and NL , which minimize
the bandwidth usage while keeping the average handover delay
below a specified value.
Let Y be the random variable that is expressing the length of
a handover delay and Dth be a threshold value of the previously
mentioned handover delay in which an MBS user experiences
a noticeable session disruption. The probability that receiving
session i is disrupted, such that Y exceeds Dth , can be written
as Pr[Y > Dth ]i . How to compute the probability will be
elaborated in Section V-B.
The problem of the MBS-zone planning for session i can
now be considered as a search problem for values of NZ and
NL , which satisfy Pr[Y > Dth ]i ≤ δ, where δ is the tolerable disruption ratio of session i.5 We assume that a service
5 Different sessions may have different values of N and N , and different
Z
L
MBS zones can be overlapped.
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Fig. 4.

Algorithm to determine NZ and NL .

provider enforces the MBS zone and the LMA-size constraints
by introducing the following min/max bounds: NZ,min is the
minimum number of cells in an MBS zone; NZ,max is the
maximum number of cells in an MBS zone; and NL,min is
the minimum number of cells in an LMA. Then, we present
an algorithm in Fig. 4, which determines NZ and NL . It takes
the initial results of the MBS-zone planning that is produced
by minimizing the bandwidth usage and tries to reduce the
disruption probability by increasing the number of cells in
the MBS zones and the LMAs.6 This process is repeated
until the disruption probability is below a specified value δ.
Implementing a dynamic MBS system may be possible by
periodically running the algorithm at the MBSC. However,
since it will incur a large overhead due to the synchronous
transmission and scheduling problems [16] in a dynamic set
of BSs, we will only consider a static MBS-zone system; once
MBS zones and LMAs are planned, the configuration will not
be dynamically changed.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
We will now analyze the service-disruption time and the
bandwidth usage in the LMS while considering user distribution and mobility, and MBS session popularity. We make the
following assumptions and use the notations that are summarized in Table I:
1) The MBS-session duration time follows an exponential
distribution with mean 1/λs .
2) The total number of MBS sessions is S, and all sessions are ranked by popularity. Let βi be the conditional
probability that the ith most popular session is requested
(i = 1, 2, . . . , S), given that a request arrives. βi is drawn
from a cutoff Zipf-like distribution [20] and is given by
 S
−1
 1
Ω
where Ω =
; 0 < α ≤ 1. (1)
βi = α ,
i
iα
i=1
3) The spatial distribution of MBS users follows a 2-D
Poisson distribution [21] with net rate ρ∗ , which is defined
as the average number of users per unit area, i.e., ρ∗ =
6 If

there is no size or shape constraint for planning MBS zones and LMAs,
“increase NZ /NL ” means an increment by one.

λ∗ /μ∗ , where λ∗ is the users’ arrival rate, and μ∗ is
the number of users that are leaving per second. Therefore, the probability that x users appear in area A is
∗
(ρ∗ A)x e−ρ A /x!. From (1), the average number of users
of the ith most popular session per unit area is ρi = βi ρ∗ .
4) The sizes of cells are identical in the network. For each
session, the sizes of MBS zones (and LMAs) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Let Z, L, and
C be random variables that are representing the numbers
of MBS-zone crossings (i.e., inter-MBS-zone handovers)
per session, LMA crossings (i.e., inter-LMA handovers)
per session, and cell crossings (i.e., the total number of
handovers) per session, respectively.
5) The residence times in an MBS zone, an LMA, and a
cell follow Gamma distributions with mean values 1/λz
(variance Vz ), 1/λl (variance Vl ), and 1/λc (variance
Vc ), respectively.7 The Gamma distribution is widely
employed to model the MS movement in many studies
[22]–[24]. For each session, the residence times in the
MBS zone, the LMA, and the cell are i.i.d..
A. Disruption Time
The service-disruption time for an MBS user is defined as the
sum of all handover delays during the service time of an MBS
session. For MBS zones, there are three types of handover:
1) the inter-MBS-zone handovers in which an MS moves to an
inactive MBS zone; 2) the inter-MBS-zone handovers in which
an MS moves to an active MBS zone; and 3) the intra-MBSzone handovers. Let Z1 and Z2 be the numbers of inter-MBSzone handovers to inactive and active MBS zones, respectively,
and let Z3 be the number of intra-MBS-zone handovers. Then,
7 Since the values of 1/λ and 1/λ may differ for different sessions, 1/λ
z
z,i
l
and 1/λl,i will be exact expressions. For the sake of simplicity, however, we
skip subscript i.
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E[Z] = E[Z1 ] + E[Z2 ], and E[C] = E[Z] + E[Z3 ]. The average service-disruption time for the ith most popular session can
be expressed as

(2)

where DZ1 , DZ2 , and DZ3 are the unit delays for an interMBS-zone handover to an inactive MBS zone, an inter-MBSzone handover to an active MBS zone, and an intra-MBS-zone
handover, respectively.
Since the LMS partitions an MBS zone into LMAs, the
intra-MBS-zone handovers can be subclassified into three types
of LMA handover: 1) the inter-LMA handovers in which an
MS moves to an inactive LMA; 2) the inter-LMA handovers
in which an MS moves to an active LMA; and 3) the intraLMA handovers. Let L1 and L2 be the numbers of inter-LMA
handovers to inactive LMAs and to active LMAs, respectively,
and let L3 be the number of intra-LMA handovers. Then, we
have E[Z3 ] = E[L1 ] + E[L2 ] + E[L3 ]. From (2), the average
service-disruption time for the ith most popular session in the
LMS, i.e., TLMS,i , can be expressed as
TLMS,i = E[Z1,i ] · DZ1 + E[Z2,i ] · DZ2 + E[L1,i ] · DL1
+ E[L2,i ] · DL2 + E[L3,i ] · DL3

(3)

where DL1 , DL2 , and DL3 are the unit delays for an interLMA handover to an inactive LMA, an inter-LMA handover
to an active LMA, and an intra-LMA handover, respectively.
Formulas for determining DZ1 , DZ2 , DL1 , DL2 , and DL3 are
given in [25].
Let p(x, i, A) denote the probability that there are x users
that are subscribing the ith most popular session in area A,
so that p(x, i, A) = (ρi A)x e−ρi A /x!. The probability that there
is no user that is subscribing to the ith most popular session in an MBS zone with area Az is given by p(0, i, Az ) =
e−ρi Az . Let Pr(Z1 = j|Z = n) be the conditional probability
that there are n inter-MBS-zone handovers, among which j
handovers are to inactive the MBS zones. It follows a Bernoulli
distribution
and can be expressed as Pr(Z1 = j|Z = n) =
n
[p(0,
i,
A
)]j [1 − p(0, i, Az )]n−j .
z
j
Probability Pr(Z = n) can be obtained by using the results
in [24], i.e.,

∗
z (λs ))
1 − λz (1−f
,
n=0
λs
Pr(Z = n) = λz
(4)
2
n−1
∗
∗
, n>0
λs [1 − fz (λs )] [fz (λs )]
where fz∗ (s) = [λz γ/(s + λz γ)]γ is the Laplace–Stieltjes
transform of a Gamma random variable with parameter γ =
1/(Vz λ2z ). The average
number of MBS-zone crossings can be
computed as E[Z] = ∞
n=0 n Pr(Z = n) = λz /λs .
Then, the average number of inter-MBS-zone handovers
to inactive MBS zones for session i (i.e., E[Z1,i ]) can be
expressed as
E[Z1,i ] =

n
∞ 

n=0 j=0

j · Pr(Z1 = j|Z = n) · Pr(Z = n)

n
∞ 

jλz
n=1 j=1

λs

Pr(Z1 = j|Z = n)
× [1 − fz∗ (λs )]2 [fz∗ (λs )]n−1

Average Disruption Time (i)
= E[Z1,i ] · DZ1 + E[Z2,i ] · DZ2 + E[Z3,i ] · DZ3

=

λz
p(0, i, Az ).
(5)
λs
 
From Pr(Z2 = j|Z = n) = nj [1−p(0, i, Az )]j [p(0, i, Az )]n−j ,
the average number of inter-MBS-zone handovers to active
MBS zones (i.e., E[Z2,i ]) can be expressed as
=

E[Z2,i ] =

∞ 
n


j · Pr(Z2 = j|Z = n) · Pr(Z = n)

n=0 j=0

=

λz
(1 − p(0, i, Az )) .
λs

(6)

Recall that L is the random variable that is representing the
number of LMA crossings, and then, E[L] = E[Z] + E[L1 ] +
E[L2 ]. By a similar derivation from (4), the LMA-crossing
probability Pr(L = n) can also be expressed as

λ (1−f ∗ (λ ))
n=0
1 − l λsl s ,
Pr(L = n) = λl
2
n−1
∗
∗
, n>0
λs [1 − fl (λs )] [fl (λs )]
where fl∗ (s) = [λl γ/(s + λl γ)]γ and γ = 1/(Vl λ2l ). Then, the
average
number of LMA crossings can be computed as E[L] =
∞
n
n=0 Pr(L = n) = λl /λs . Since E[L1 ] + E[L2 ] = E[L] −
E[Z], the average number of inter-LMA handovers that do not
involve changing MBS zones is given by E[L] − E[Z] = (λl −
λz )/λs . The probability that there is no user for session i in an
LMA with area Al is p(0, i, Al ) = e−ρi Al . Therefore, E[L1,i ]
and E[L2,i ] can be derived as
E[L1,i ] =

λl − λz
· p(0, i, Al )
λs

(7)

E[L2,i ] =

λl − λz
(1 − p(0, i, Al )) .
λs

(8)

We can also derive
∞ of cell cros the average number
sings
E[C] = ∞
n=0 n Pr(C = n) =
n=1 (nλc /λs )[1 −
fc∗ (λs )]2 [fc∗ (λs )]n−1 = λc /λs . Since E[L3 ] = E[C] − E[L],
the average number of intra-LMA handovers can be written as
E[L3,i ] =

λc − λl
.
λs

(9)

From (3) and (5)–(9), we can write
TLMS,i =

λz −ρi Az
e
· DZ1 + (1 − e−ρi Az ) · DZ2
λs
+

(λl − λz ) −ρi Al
e
· DL1 + (1 − e−ρi Al ) · DL2
λs

+

(λc − λl )
· DL3 .
λs

(10)
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TABLE II
TRANSMISSION DELAY PROFILE

B. Bandwidth Usage
The bandwidth usage for a particular session is defined as
the ratio of the number of cells that are transmitting multicast
packets of the session to the total number of cells in the
network. We define ULMS,i as the bandwidth usage in LMS,
which can be expressed as
ULMS,i = (1 − p(0, i, Al )) = 1 − e−ρi Al .

(11)

C. Blocking Probability
When an MS that is requesting a particular session i cannot
receive its content, we say that session i is blocked. The
blocking probability BLMS,i is defined to be the probability that
an attempt to request session i fails due to the lack of capacity
in a cell. We assume that the blocking only occurs on a wireless
link with the finite capacity of the cell, that is, the maximum
number of sessions that can be simultaneously transmitted
over a wireless link is denoted by m. However, requesting an
already-ongoing session is always accepted. Therefore, BLMS,i
can be written as
m
BLMS,i = π0,i · BLMS,i

(12)

where π0,i is the steady-state probability for session i to be not
m
is the probability
on air (or be in the inactive state), and BLMS,i
that the wireless link is consumed by m sessions other than the
requested session i [26].
To calculate π0,i , we consider a Markov chain that alternates
between two states, which are on and off. Note that p(0, i, Al )
means the ratio of OFF-state cells in the network for session i,
where Al is the area of an LMA. If we call OFF-state 0 and
ON -state 1, the transition probability matrix is
⎞
⎛ m
m
)
BLMS,i (1 − p(0, i, Al )) (1 − BLMS,i
⎜
× (1 − p(0, i, Al )) ⎟
+p(0, i, Al )
⎠.
⎝
p(0, i, Al )

1 − p(0, i, Al )

Therefore, the steady-state probability to be in the inactive state
can be expressed as
π0,i

p(0, i, Al )
.
=
m
1 − BLMS,i
(1 − p(0, i, Al ))

(13)

By combining (12) and (13), we obtain BLMS,i , which is the
blocking probability of session i in LMS, i.e.,
BLMS,i =

m
BLMS,i
· e−ρi Al
.
m
1 − BLMS,i
(1 − e−ρi Al )

(14)

Since our MBS system has S available sessions and m adm
can be modeled by an M/M/m/m/S
mitted sessions, BLMS,i
system, which is referred to as the Engset system [27]. Formum
are given in the Appendix.
las for calculating BLMS,i

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We will now evaluate the performance of the LMS in terms
of service-disruption time, wireless-link bandwidth usage, and
blocking probability. To analyze the disruption time, we need
to quantify each kind of handover delay by identifying the
transmission and processing delays that are caused by signaling messages at each network node [25]. Table II shows five
transmission-delay profiles that are used in this analysis with
associated parameter values. In the P-FAIR profile, all transmission delays are equal; the P-AIR profile has an increased delay
in the wireless link, and P-ASN and P-CSN have increased
delays in the wired parts. Finally, P-REAL that contains values
of the results from our measurement experiments [25] is more
realistic than others. The time required to perform the IEEE
802.16e MAC-layer handover process (step 1 in Figs. 2 and 3)
is highly dependent on the physical parameters and the extent
to which the handover process is optimized. Since this delay
is included in all types of handover, we will ignore it in our
analysis of the disruption time. Additionally, all processing
delays are assumed to be 1.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the MBS zones,
the LMAs, and the cells are circular or square shaped and
that there are NZ cells in an MBS zone and NL cells in an
LMA. We also assume that each cell has an area of 1 km2 .
We can then use a fluid-flow mobility model to express the
cell boundary-crossing rate as λc = (16v)/(πl), where v is the
average velocity of the MSs and l is the length of the perimeter
√
of a cell.√This allows us to approximate λz and λl by λc / NZ
and λc / NL , respectively, [28]. The average duration of a
session 1/λs is set to 60 min, and the total number of MBS
sessions S is set to 100. Compared with the OMS without
applying LMAs, we will use two notations to identify each
zone-planning scheme:
1) OMS(NZ ): the original method of zone planning with
NZ -cell MBS zones;
2) LMS(NZ , NL ): LMA-based zone planning with NZ -cell
MBS zones that are partitioned into NL -cell LMAs.
Note that OMS(k) can be modeled by LMS(k, k) for any
value of k. Additionally, we will use notations TOMS,i , UOMS,i ,
and BOMS,i for OMS(k), which can be derived from TLMS,i ,
ULMS,i , and BLMS,i for LMS(k, k), respectively.
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Fig. 5. Disruption time (TLMS,1 and TLMS,100 ) and bandwidth usage (ULMS,1 and ULMS,100 ) as a function of NZ or NL (α = 0.8, ρ∗ = 1 user/cell,
v = 60 km/h, and using P-FAIR). (a) LMS(NZ , 16): Effect of NZ . (b) LMS(256, NL ): Effect of NL .

A. Effect of NZ and NL
Fig. 5 shows the disruption time for the LMS (TLMS,1 and
TLMS,100 ) and its bandwidth usage (ULMS,1 and ULMS,100 ).
In Fig. 5(a), the bandwidth usage is shown to be independent
of the value of NZ , which is because MBS packets are selectively transmitted to active LMAs. However, the disruption
time decreases as NZ increases. As NZ rises from 16 to 400,
TLMS,1 and TLMS,100 can be reduced by 74% and 47%, respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows the disruption time and the bandwidth
usage against NL with NZ = 256. Recall that NL is a single
unit of transmission for the LMS, whereas NZ is the unit of
transmission for the OMS. Therefore, the ULMS,1 and ULMS,100
curves for the LMS (256, k) are exactly the same as the UOMS,1
and UOMS,100 curves for OMS(k) for any k. Since ULMS,i is
independent of the MBS zone size, we have
ULMS,i of LMS(n, k) = UOMS,i of OMS(k)
≤ UOMS,i of OMS(n),

n ≥ k.

Unlike the bandwidth usage, the disruption time decreases
as NL increases because the number of MSs that are crossing LMAs during a session is reduced as the LMAs become
larger. When NL is 1, as shown in Fig. 5(b) [i.e., LMS(256,
1)], TLMS,1 and TLMS,100 have their highest values of 568.7
and 641.9, respectively. However, LMS(256, k) significantly
outperforms OMS(k) for a small k in terms of disruption time,
whereas both of them use the same amount of bandwidth.8
When k is large, LMS(256, k) and OMS(k) have a similar
performance. In addition, the impact of the session popularity
(i.e., the distribution of users) on the disruption time becomes
less significant since more cells need to transmit the packets of
an unpopular session.
With the same mobility, the number of inter-MBS-zone handovers in OMS(k) and the number of inter-LMA handovers in
LMS(256, k) are expected to be equal, and the inter-LMA handover delay is much shorter than the inter-MBS-zone handover
delay. Consequently, LMS(n, k) shows less disruption time
than OMS(k) for all values of n and k (n > k). However, the
disruption time for LMS(n, k) is worse than that for OMS(n)
since it may include additional inter-LMA handover delays, as
8T
LMS,1 = 1263 and TLMS,100 = 1298 for OMS(1). TLMS,1 = 259 and
TLMS,100 = 321 for OMS(16).

well as the same level of inter-MBS-zone handover delays that
occur with OMS(n). For example, LMS(256, 16) causes 26%
more delay than OMS(256) when i = 1. Based on this observation, we can bound the range of TLMS,i for LMS(n, k) as
TOMS,i of OMS(n) ≤ TLMS,i of LMS(n, k)
≤ TOMS,i of OMS(k),

n ≥ k.

The blocking probability in the LMS is independent of the
value of NZ such as the bandwidth usage since NL is a single
unit of transmission for the LMS. For example, BLMS,1 for
LMS(n, 16) is exactly the same as the BOMS,1 for OMS(16)
for all values of n (n ≥ 16). Therefore, we have
BLMS,i of LMS(n, k) = BOMS,i of OMS(k),

n ≥ k.

The LMS decouples the requirement for the wireless-link
bandwidth from the size of an MBS zone to balance a tradeoff
between the bandwidth usage and the handover delay, as compared with the OMS. If we enforce the constraint that keeps the
average handover delay below a specified value, the LMS can
provide a bandwidth-efficient solution. On the other hand, if we
wish to ensure that the total bandwidth usage cannot exceed a
specified value, it yields a less-disruptive solution.
B. Deciding NZ and NL
Recall that the problem of the MBS-zone planning for the
LMS is to search for the values of NZ and NL , which satisfy
Pr[Y > Dth ]i ≤ δ, where Dth is the handover-delay threshold
and δ is the tolerable disruption ratio of session i. The probability that receiving session i is disrupted can be written as
⎧
1,
0 ≤ Dth < DL3
⎪
⎪
E[Z1,i ]+E[Z2,i ]+E[L1,i ]
⎪
⎪
, DL3 ≤ Dth < DL1
⎪
E[C]
⎨
E[Z1,i ]+E[Z2,i ]
Pr[Y > Dth ]i =
,
DL1 ≤ Dth < DZ2
E[C]
⎪
⎪
E[Z1,i ]
⎪
⎪ E[C] ,
DZ2 ≤ Dth < DZ1
⎪
⎩
0,
DZ1 ≤ Dth .
The resulting disruption probabilities are summarized in
Table III, where DL3 ≤ Dth < DL1 , DL1 ≤ Dth < DZ2 , and
DZ2 ≤ Dth < DZ1 .
Fig. 6(a) shows the values of NZ and NL , which are determined by the LMA-based MBS-zone-planning algorithm
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TABLE III
DISRUPTION PROBABILITIES FOR LMS (α = 0.8, ρ∗ = 1 USER/CELL, AND v = 60 km/h)

Fig. 6. LMA and MBS-zone-planning results (NL,min = 1, NZ,min = 1, NZ,max = 400, ρ∗ = 1 user/cell, v = 60 km/h, and P-FAIR). (a) Deciding NL
and NZ . (b) Disruption time and bandwidth usage.
TABLE IV
BLOCKING PROBABILITIES (m = 20 SESSIONS, α = 0.8, AND ρ∗ = 1 USER/CELL)

given in Fig. 4, where δ = 0.2, and DL3 ≤ Dth < DL1 for all
MBS sessions. Then, the determination of NL is affected by
the popularity of the session. As shown in Fig. 6(a), a lesspopular session has the higher values of NL . Intuitively, it
is expected that the less-popular session has fewer receivers;
therefore, the bandwidth usage will be lower. In addition, an
MS that is receiving an unpopular session has less chance to
encounter LMAs with the session on air, which results in a
larger disruption time. Therefore, to mitigate this effect, NL
should be increased as the session popularity decreases. The
determination of NZ , however, is hardly affected by the session
popularity. Note that the NZ curve shown in Fig. 6(a) represents
the minimum values of NZ . For the LMS, the bandwidth usage
does not rely on the value of NZ ; therefore, a larger NZ is
always better. For example, a minimum value of NZ between
i = 50 and 76 increases as the session popularity decreases
because NL is fixed. At i = 76 in particular, the minimum value
of NZ approaches NZ,max . Therefore, when i reaches 77, a
smaller NZ becomes feasible because of the increase in NL .
Additionally, the algorithm in Fig. 4 usually selects a large
NZ (> 100) to avoid inter-MBS-zone handovers. Fig. 6(b)

shows the disruption time and the bandwidth usage based on the
planning results, and Table IV shows the blocking probabilities
for m = 20.9 Compared with OMS(25), which satisfies δ = 0.2
that is minimizing its bandwidth usage,10 the disruption time
for the LMS is reduced by 36% on the average. In addition,
the bandwidth usage is slightly reduced; thus, the blocking
probabilities are also improved.
C. Effect of Different Delay Profiles
Fig. 7 shows how the disruption times for the OMS and
the LMS are affected by the five different delay profiles. The
results are normalized to the P-FAIR profile with i = 1 and
i = 100. Except for P-REAL, P-ASN generally exhibits the
highest values for both the OMS and the LMS, which implies
that the disruption time is largely a result of the increased delay
9 Regarding an MBS session of 384 Kb/s, a WiMAX BS can simultaneously
transmit about 20 sessions with a modulation of 16 quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) 1/2 and a downlink/uplink ratio of 2 using a 10-MHz
channel [5].
10 By putting N = N in Fig. 4, the OMS planning result can be similarly
L
Z
obtained.
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Fig. 7. Effect of different delay profiles on the disruption time (α = 0.8, ρ∗ = 1 user/cell, v = 60 km/h). These results are normalized to the values of P-FAIR.
(a) P-AIR, P-ASN, and P-CSN in OMS(NZ ). (b) P-REAL in OMS(NZ ). (c) P-AIR, P-ASN, and P-CSN in LMS(256, NL ). (d) P-REAL in LMS(256, NL ).

Fig. 8. Effect of α (m = 20, ρ∗ = 1 user/cell, v = 60 km/h, and P-FAIR). (a) Disruption time. (b) Bandwidth usage. (c) Blocking probability.

between the MBSC (or the PC) and the BS. P-CSN has little
effect on the disruption time with the lowest values in most
cases. Clearly, the change of NZ is less significant in Fig. 7(a)
and (b). However, the curves for P-AIR in Fig. 7(c) show an
interesting phenomenon, i.e., the disruption time for the LMS
is insensitive to the increasing delay in the wireless links when
NL is small. When NL = 1, the disruption time for P-AIR
is about 1.3 times that for P-FAIR, although the transmission
delay between a BS and an MS is increased by ten times for
P-AIR. This phenomenon can be explained by the inter-LMA
handover process, which requires no messages to be exchanged
over the wireless link, except for the IEEE 802.16e MAC-layer
handover process (step 1 in Fig. 3). As a result, P-REAL shows
similar curves in Fig. 7(d) since its delay is 28 times longer
in a wireless link than P-FAIR. Thus, we note that P-REAL and
P-AIR bring out the advantages of the LMS over the OMS when
NL is small.

0.64–0.98 have been reported [20]. When α = 0, (1) can be
simplified to βi = 1/S for all i, and the request rates for all
MBS sessions become equivalent. Fig. 8(a) shows that TOMS,1
for OMS(16) and TLMS,1 for LMS(256, 16) substantially decrease as α increases. Meanwhile, TOMS,100 for OMS(16) and
TLMS,100 of LMS(256, 16) slightly increase with α. In the
case of large MBS zones [e.g., OMS(256)], the effect of α is
insignificant. However, a change in α has a significant impact
on the bandwidth usage, as shown in Fig. 8(b). As α increases,
ULMS,1 for LMS(256, 16) [which is the same as UOMS,1 for
OMS(16)] sharply increases, whereas UOMS,100 for OMS(256)
sharply decreases. Moreover, the more-popular session has a
higher probability to be present among the already-transmitted
sessions as α increases. Accordingly, the blocking probability
of a popular session decreases. However, unpopular sessions
are hardly accepted in a large MBS zone, as shown in Fig. 8(c).
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS

D. Effect of α
The average disruption time and bandwidth usage as functions of α are shown in Fig. 8. Values of α in the range of

Our simulations have two goals: One is to verify the previously discussed results in Section V-B, and the other is to show
the impact of the variance of the MBS-zone and LMA residence
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the simulation results with the analytical results. We conduct 100 simulation runs for each MBS zone and LMA configuration, and the
average values are shown in the figures. (a) Disruption ratio. (b) Bandwidth usage.

Fig. 10. Effects of Vl and Vz on disruption ratios. (a) i = 1 at LMS(400, 9). (b) i = 10 at LMS(400, 16). (c) i = 100 at LMS(400, 25).

times. First, we assumed an MBS service area (or a WiMAX
network) that is comprised of 400 cells with 400 randomly
located users. Each user moves according to a 2-D random-walk
mobility model of which the speed range is uniformly distributed between 0 and 120 km/h and the service area is actually
wrapping around to remove the boundary effect. To quantify
handover delays, our simulation uses the MBS-handover message flows and delay values from our measurement experiments
[25]. We further assume that all delay values are normally
distributed as follows: A transmission delay between the MS
and the BS is normally distributed with a mean of 28 ms and a
variance of 42 (i.e., N (28, 42 )), a transmission delay between
the BS and the MBSC (or the PC) follows N (21, 32 ), and all
other transmission and processing delays follow N (1, 0.12 ).
The MAC-layer handover delay is fixed at 100 ms, and no
message error is assumed. Then, the mean values of DZ1 , DZ2 ,
DZ3 , DL1 , DL2 , and DL3 are given by 345, 301, 100, 168, 100,
and 100 ms, respectively. The handover threshold value is set to
130 ms. The simulation duration of each run is 120 min.
Fig. 9(a) shows the ratio for a noticeable session disruption
that an MBS user experiences, whereas Fig. 9(b) shows the
bandwidth usage. Recall that the MBS-zone and LMA planning
results for δ = 0.2 are shown in Fig. 6(a). In the simulations,
three sizes of LMAs are examined; each LMA consists of 3 ×
3, 4 × 4, or 5 × 5 cells. According to the analytical results
in Table III and Fig. 6(a), LMS(400, 25) is feasible (satisfies
δ = 0.2) for all sessions, but LMS(400, 16) is not feasible for
i = 100. In addition, LMS(400,9) is only feasible when i = 1.
These match well with the simulation results shown in Fig. 9(a),
although the disruption ratios are a little different between
the simulations and the analytical results. This is because of

the mobility of each MS, which may not guarantee that MBS
users are uniformly distributed over the network. Since our
algorithm finds the values of NZ and NL that minimize the use
of bandwidth11 while keeping a delay requirement, LMS(400,9)
is the best for i = 1, whereas LMS(400, 16) is the best for
i = 10. For i = 100, only LMS(400, 25) is feasible.
Second, we modified our simulations for each MS to have
the residence times that follow a specific Gamma distribution,
so that the impact of the variance of the residence times can
be studied. Fig. 10 shows the average disruption ratios of
MSs for Gamma residence-time distributions with different
variance values as follows: the variance of the MBS-zone
residence times Vz = {0.1/λ2z , 1/λ2z , 10/λ2z } and the variance
of the LMA residence times Vl = {0.1/λ2l , 1/λ2l , 10/λ2l }. Note
that the exponential distribution is a special case of Gamma
distributions with mean 1/λ and variance 1/λ2 .
Overall, the figure indicates that the disruption ratios are
substantially affected when the variance of the residence times
of MBS zones and LMAs is high. For a high variance of the
LMA residence times, our analysis may underestimate the ratio
for a session disruption. In Fig. 10, most of the cases for
Vl = 10/λ2l do not satisfy δ = 0.2 since the disruption ratios
for Vl = 10/λ2l are increased by 14%–37%, as compared with
those for Vl = 1/λ2l . On the other hand, the variance of the
MBS-zone residence times only affects the disruption ratios

11 Fig. 9(b) shows that the bandwidth usage is overestimated in the simulations when i = 100. This is because the simulations use an integer (2 for
i = 100) as the expected number of session users, rather than a real number
(1.24 for i = 100, by analysis).
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of the popular sessions.12 As Vz is increased from 1/λ2z to
10/λ2z , the disruption ratios are more than doubled in Fig. 10(a)
(i = 1), whereas they are hardly affected by Vz in Fig. 10(c)
(i = 100).
VII. C ONCLUSION
Mobile WiMAX includes the MBS zone to reduce the MBS
service disruption due to handovers, but this requires all the BSs
to send the same packets in the MBS zone. This has motivated
us to propose an MBS handover and zone-planning scheme
based on LMAs to save the wireless-link bandwidth while keeping the service-disruption time at an acceptable level. We have
presented a novel mathematical model of the service-disruption
time, the bandwidth usage, and the blocking probability, which
consider the user mobility, the user distribution, and the MBS
session popularity. We have evaluated the performance of our
scheme (LMS) and have compared it with the OMS with the
results given here.
1) The inter-LMA handover delay is shorter than the interMBS-zone handover delay, whereas the intra-LMA and
intra-MBS-zone handover delays are the same. As a
result, the LMS outperforms the OMS in terms of the
average disruption time when they use the same amount
of bandwidth or in terms of bandwidth usage when their
average disruption times are the same.
2) The service-disruption time is mostly dominated by the
transmission delay between the MBSC (or the PC) and
the BS. In particular, if the LMAs are small, the disruption time of the LMS is hardly affected at all by the
wireless-transmission delay.
3) The MBS-user distribution and session popularity have
significant effects on the bandwidth usage and the blocking probability, whereas the service-disruption time is
mainly affected by the mobility (e.g., average user speed).
Moreover, the disruption ratio can be significantly affected by the variance of the LMA and/or MBS-zone
residence times.
We have demonstrated how to determine the MBS-zone and
LMA sizes, which can make the best use of the bandwidth
while maintaining the quality of the MBS services. Our results
suggest that the LMA-based MBS-zone planning would deliver
more-efficient multicast and broadcast services over Mobile
WiMAX systems.
A PPENDIX
m
C ALCULATION OF BLMS,i
The LMS with S available sessions and m admitted sessions
can be modeled as M/M/m/m/S Engset systems. The sessions in the LMS represent the users in an Engset system. In
a generalized Engset system, the users are not identical; their
arrival rates λi and departure rates μi , as well as the requested
resources (ci ), can be different. For an Engset system with
capacity C, the user blocking probability of user i is BiC =
12 It may depend on the value of D . In the simulations, we assumed D
L3 ≤
th
Dth = 130 ms < DL1 .


C
(i)
(i)
(i)
( C
j=C−ci +1 πj )/(
j=0 πj ), where πj is the probability
that j capacity units are occupied in an infinite system with
(i)
user i removed [27]. Probability πj can be calculated from the

(i) j
probability-generating function, i.e., Pi (z) = ∞
j=0 πj z =

ck
−λk /μk
= 1 − pk .
k∈S−{i} (qk + pk z ), where qk = e
In the LMS, each session has a different ρi that represents
the average number of MSs that are staying in the system
for session i, and every session requests the same amount
of resources (i.e., ci = 1 and C = m). Then, the blocking
(i) 
(i)
probability can be expressed as Bim = πm / m
j=0 πj , where
(i)

πj is the probability that the capacity is occupied by j sessions
in an infinite system with session i removed. Moreover, the

(i) j
probability-generating function is Pi (z) = ∞
j=0 πj z = 1/
S
(qi + pi z) k=1 (qk + pk z), where qk = e−ρk Al in the LMS.

(i) j
(i)
Since we have (dj /dz j ) ∞
j=0 πj z |z=0 = (j!)πj , probabil(i)

(i)

ity πj can be expressed as πj = (1/j!)(dj /dz j )Pi (z)|z=0 .
m
can be computed by
Therefore, BLMS,i
 S

 1  dm
{e−ρk Al +z(1−e−ρk Al )}
k=1
m!

m
BLMS,i
=

dz m

m  1 
j=0

j!

e−ρi Al +z(1−e−ρi Al )

dj
dz j

|z=0

 S

{e−ρk Al +z(1−e−ρk Al )}
k=1
e

−ρi Al

−ρi Al

+z(1−e

)



.

|z=0
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